SETUP
1. Click button 5 times to turn on and off.
2. Unscrew the mouthpiece.
3. Place contents on Dart and screw on mouthpiece.
4. Keep pen vertical to ensure efficient heating of content.
5. Press and hold the button while inhaling.

SESH MODE
Double click the cloud button to engage Sesh Mode; wait 1 second and inhale.

TEMPERATURE
Click button 4 times to cycle settings.

TIPS
Slow long inhales yield the best results.
The Dart is removable for easy cleaning.
Avoid filling chamber above air holes.
Allow 1 second for the chamber to heat up before inhaling.
Keep pen vertical at all times.
Ensure gold contacts on the battery and chamber are clean.

CLEANING
Warm the chamber by entering Sesh Mode for one cycle. Unscrew the mouthpiece. Use a tightly wound cotton swab to remove remaining byproduct. Wipe threading. Repeat if necessary.

CHARGING
The Puffco® battery charges fully in 35 minutes.

Read Me:
Only use Puffco® chamber with Puffco Plus battery.
Only dry fire once to ensure device is operational.
Do not excessively dry fire.
Do not overfill chamber.
Do not fire more than 4 times consecutively.
Used Chambers are not covered under Warranty.
Warning: Chamber may be hot after use.

IN THE BOX
A. MOUTHPIECE
B. DART
C. CHAMBER
D. BATTERY
E. CHARGER
F. EXTRA CHAMBER
G. GRIP
H. COTTON SWABS

Puffco products are intended for and must be used only by persons of legal age according to state and/or federal law. Puffco reserves the right to verify the age of any customer prior to purchase.
Puffco products are NOT intended for any use which is illegal under any state or federal law.
Puffco products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease or medical condition. If you are pregnant, nursing, taking medication for a medical condition, or suspect you have a medical condition, please consult your physician before using any Puffco product.

#CHOOSEPUFFCO
@PUFFCO
FB.COM/CHOOSEPUFFCO